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Dating from 1917 to the end of the Cold War, the posters in this book feature the work of groundbreaking
Russian artists such as El Lissitzky and Alexander Rodchenko, as well as extraordinary anonymous work.
Presented in full colour and printed on heavy paper in a large-format, the posters gathered here represent the
pinnacle of Russian avant-garde design from the 20th century. They range in theme from the dangers of
alcohol abuse and the creeping Nazi menace to illustrations of utopian harmony and the Soviet industrial
machine. A special feature of this book allows for the removal of the posters for display or framing. A brief
introduction offers a chronological overview of the period that produced such eloquent art, which has long

been a major source of inspiration to artists and designers alike.

Try these curated collections. Customize your soviet union poster with hundreds of different frame options
and get the exact look that you want for your wall Browse our collection of designs or simply create your

very own poster now.

Soviet Posters

5 out of 5 stars 140 140 reviews 23.00 FREE shipping Favorite Add to Lets not sow enmity between nations.
Customize your soviet propaganda poster with hundreds of different frame options and get the exact look that
you want for your wall. See more ideas about propaganda soviet propaganda posters. This set of twentytwo
pullout and keep posters printed on heavy stock art card features Sovietstyle propaganda from 1894 onwards.
Posters from the United States the United Kingdom Germany RussiaSoviet Union and France predominate
though posters from more. United States the United Kingdom Germany RussiaSoviet Union and France

predominate though posters from more. See more ideas about accident prevention soviet safety posters. It will
be welcomed by universities high schools and other educators who wish to teach students about the

heavyhanded enslavement tactics employed by perpetrators of Marxism and Communism. Own a piece of
history and examine old artwork on new highquality paper up close. The most outstanding among the first
revolutionary posters are the works of D.S. The definitive traveling. 1936 Batum USSR by M. MIKHAIL

BALJASNIJ. This was often used to highlight their military strength as well as technical ability.
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